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ABSTRACT

A great many Adlerian counselors and psychologists 
have made clinical observations in regard to the "Recognition 
Reflex," and the children's four goals of misbehavior; at
tention , power, revenge, and actual or assumed disability.
The goal of misbehavior is detectable when observing an auto
matic facial reflex called a "Recognition Reflex" when the 
child is confronted with his goal in misbehaving. This study 
is an investigation of the agreement or disagreement between 

. Adlerian experts and qualified subjects on children's, goals 
in misbehaving.

Of the total children who were audio-visually taped, 
five were chosen to be viewed by qualified student counselors 
(subjects), This study compares.and discusses the subjects' 
selections for each of the five children's goals of misbe- 

- havior with the pre-assessment of the two experts.
The hypothesis of this was confirmed by finding ex

perts and subjects in agreement better than chance (more.than 
twenty-five per cent of the time) for the children's goals of 
misbehavior.

Based on the findings of this study, there was evi
dence that the more counseling courses a subject had com- 

. pleted the higher the agreement between subjects and experts,
vii



CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM AND NEED FOR THE STUDY

Introduction and Review of Literature 
I • : : ■ : ' .

When a society functions with a consensus on how to
raise children,and how to deal with their concerns, the
process of socialization And training is quite painless and
sure. Today there is a dilemma regarding the training of
children in the home, at school, or the community, When a
consensus is lacking parents,. teachers, and counselors are •
less adequately prepared to supply guidance,

Church (1961, p. 137) writes concerning the impor-.
tance of training children;

■ A human being can be a human being only because other 
people have taught him, directly and indirectly, ex-* 
plicitly and implicitly, how to be human and what the 
important characteristics of the world, human and non
human , are that he is going to have to live with.
. •. In historically simple societies, social structures 

were stable and enduring, child rearing practices and child
hood expectations were explicitly defined by the culture, 
and were passed from generation to generation. Today we have 
a ubiquitous lack of agreement about how best to rear chil
dren. Consequently, parents, teachers, and counselors are 
placed in a difficult position when they attempt to direct 
misbehaving children and provide for their needs.

1
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Parents, teachers, and counselors■desperately need
education about today's youth. What is needed is an organ
ized program derived from a theory which provides principles 
of child guidance to be learned and applied to specific sit
uations. The following Adlerians address themselves to some 
of the aspects of Adler's psychology.

■Dreikurs has delineated that children of today do 
not misbehave becasue of a "cause" but misbehave with a goal 
in mind. Behavior has purpose and is goal oriented, Pre
sent actions are performed in light of future goals. The 
world we see is a subjective world. Our view of life and a 
particular experience asre not pure realities. A person 
interprets the world very subjectively. Christensen (1975) 
is quoted ag gaying concerning a person's behavior and his 
interpretation of the world: "It is not as much what in
reality happens to an individual, but more importantly, how 
the person with his already existing opinions and attitudes 
will interpret the world, This determines behavior." Adler 
explained that any inconsistencies a person sees in another's 
actions are only a result of the observer's ignorance. With 
any behavioral incongruity we simply fail to see the indi
vidual's rationale for behavior.

Dreikurs (1972, p, 10-11) explains that if we were 
able to see through the child's subjective eyes we could 
then interpret his "private logic:"
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You cannot help your child unless you understand 
him. This complete lack of understanding is one of 
the tragedies of contemporary parent-child relation
ships. Host parents have not the slightest idea of 
why the child misbehaves; they are completely ig
norant of the causes.and purposes of his actions.

Dreikurs (19 57, p. 12-13) also states that in order
to have a constructive influence on a child, we must be
I ., ■ .

cognizant of the fact that the child is not pathologically
sick when he misbehaves, but is simply lacking.education and
direction about how to gain recognition and a place through
constructive measures. Dredkurs states:

....take his misbehavior less seriously. You must 
Stop regarding his faults as moral issues. The 

. child who misbehaves is not a "bad child," he is 
only unhappy, misguided, and discouraged.... every • 
misbehavior indicates an error in judgment in ef
forts to find his place. •

Unless the goals of the child’s misbehavior are as
certained, the corrective procedures instigated circumvent 
the basic root of the problem and achieve their therapeutic 
benefit in indirect and obsure ways.

Dreikurs (19 5 7, p. 12-13) further explains the im
portance of correctly identifying the child’s goal in misbe
having: •

The diagnosis of the goal in any disturbing behavior 
seems to be essential, both for the diagnosis of the 
case and for the therapeutic procedure... ."Disclosure 
of his purpose to the child has more than a merely 
diagnostic value; in young children it has often an 
immediate therapeutic effect....Parents, too, must 
recognize the part they play in intensifying a par-, 
ticular "bad" behavior of the child by gratifying its 
purpose. '



The preceding makes very clear the- importance of 
recognizing the goal and purpose behind the child’s misbe
havior, Without first identifying the child's goal in mis
behaving if is ineffective 'and possibly even harmful to 
engage in a directed influence on him. By not understanding 
and correctly identifying the child’s misguided direction we 
may perhaps inadvertently contribute fuel for the child’s 
disturbing behavior,

Dreikurs (1957, p, 1-6) explains the four possible
goals of the maladjusted child: '

The trained observer has no difficulty in recognizing 
the child’s goals and in classifying the category in 
which a particular behavior belongs ....All disturbing 
behavior of the child is directed toward one of four' 
possible goals. (1 ) gain attention, (2 ) demonstrate 
his power or superiority, (3) punish of get even, or 
he (4) gives up in complete discouragement.

Dreikurs (p. 5-6) explains how the child’s goal is 
identified:

....purposes and goals are disclosed to him. Such 
interpretation, when correct, evokes immediately a 
very definite and characteristic reaction. This 
reaction is as automatic as a reflex; for this rea-. 
son I call it the "Recognition Reflex." It indicates 
with certainty the correctness of an interpretation,

Dreikurs (p, 5-6) describes the "Recognition Reflex:"
It consists of a roguish smile and a peculiar twinkle 
of the eye.... a beaming in the face.,.,The child need 
not say one word, or he might even say "no"; but his 
facial expression gives him away.

Mosak (197 5) explains that most of the literature on 
"Recognition Reflexes" or the child's goal of misbehavior



fall into the area of clinical observations. There is a 
paucity of research information, '

It would seem logical to assume that before proceed
ing with an intervention program it is first necessary to 
identify the child's goal. A major focus of Adlerian coun
seling is to pin-point the child's goal level of misbehavior 
Once the goal is identified Adlerian counselors then imple
ment an appropriate intervention scheme based bn the child's 
goal in misbehaving.

Definitions of Terms Used 
For the purpose of this study the following defini-' 

tions of terms shall apply:
Qualified Subject: A Counseling and Guidance stu

dent at The University of Arizona, currently enrolled in 
counseling classes having completed not less than eighteen 
graduate hours, fifteen of which are from the Department of 
Counseling and Guidance, and having completed Counseling and 
Guidance 203 and 348, or currently completing them. The 
course 2 03 is an Adlerian theory based class focusing on the 
study of adult-child relationships, The course 348 is a 
theory and process course in Adlerian family counseling. It 
focuses on techniques for solving parent-child conflicts 
with practical laboratory experience.



Child's Goal of Misbehavior: A child's behavior has*
an ultimate purpose. Children misbehave for one pf four 
purposes. They may misbehave with attention as their goal, 
with power ag the goal, yrith revenge as. the goal, or with 
actual or imagined disabilites as their goal.
| Expert; An individual who is an instructor of the
Adlerian model, and who has five years or more of counseling 
experience with the Adlerian system,

Adlerian Model: • As stated by Dreikprs (1968, p, x) : 
"...based on the philosophy of democracy with its implied 
principle of human equality, and on the sdcio-teleological 
approach of the psychology of Alfred Adler, In this frame 
of reference, man is recognized as a social being, his ac
tions are purposive, and directed toward a goal, his per
sonality as a unique and indivisible.entity."

"Recognition Reflex:" Dreikurs (1957, p, 5-6) ex
plains: "When,...purposes and goals are disclosed to him...
evokes immediately a very definite and characteristics re
action, This reaction is as automatic as a reflex; it con
sists of.a roguish smile and a peculiar twinkle of the 
eye.... a beaming in the face."

Taped Sample; An audio-visual recording obtained on 
first grade children eliciting "Recognition Reflexes" when 
confronted with their purposes of misbehavior.



Statement of the Problem-
The problem under investigation is whether or not

qualified counselors agree or disagree on the child's goal
of misbehavior (attention, power, revenge, or actual or
imagined deficiencies) as pre-assessed by experts,
. !  • . . ,

Need for the Study ■
As implied in the introductory literature presented, 

there is a desperate need for practical methods of counseling 
and guiding children, . As the Adlerian modality explains', by 
correctly identifying the child's purposes and goals, an 
agent of change is in a position to work with the child, A 
counselor can then make recommendations and prescribe tech^ 
niques that will facilitate enduring, effective alterations 
that will be beneficial to the child and his development.

The questions must be raised: Is the "Recognition
Reflex" a reliable cue fop counselors as a tool for detec- . 
tion of the child's goal of misbehavior? Is there agreement 
among, counselors when identifying the goal of misbehavior?
In the Adlerian literature there are numerous clinical and 
pedagogical accounts of individuals observing and using the 
"Recognition Reflex," This study is an attempt to gather 
and discribe data on counselors' agreement or disagreement 
on the child's goal in misbehaving.



Hypotheses to be Tested.
Of those qualified subjects who view the pre-recorded 

audio-visual tape to identify.the child’s goal of misbe
havior, there will be a better than chance agreement (more 
than twenty-five per cent of the time) between the subjects’ 
selection of the children's level in misbehavior and the . 
pre-assessed identification of the child's goal of misbe
havior by the experts for each of the five "recognition 
Reflex" audio-visually taped samples,



CHAPTER II

ASSUMPTIONS, LIMITATIONS, PROCEDURES AND 
DESIGN OF THE STUDY

Assumptions' Underlying the Problem 
Fop the purpose of this study it is assumed that:

(1) The graduate students (subjects) used in the study 
represent all graduate students with comparable training at 
The University of Arizona; (2) The experts have identified . 
the correct goal °f misbehavior for esch of the behavioral 
reflex samples.

Limitations of the Study 
The study will be limited by the following factors:

(1) The study will be limited to the description of the sub^ 
jects’ ability to identify the child's goal of. misbehavior;
(2 ) There will be no attempt to assess specifically what 
verbal or bodily functions and characteristics give rise to 
the experts' or subjects* selection of a goal of misbehavior 
for any of'the five behavioral reflex samples; (3) Implica
tions for counseling can only be made to the extent that the 
five taped subjects (children) resemble children in other 
counseling settings; (4) It is impossible at this point to 
assess what effects the counselor behavior has on the child's 
elicidation of a "Recognition Reflex" in the audio-visual

9
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taping session; (5) There will be no attempt to assess what 
effect the audio-visual recording setting and audio-visual 
equipment will have on the child's disclosure of his goal of 
misbehavior; and (6) There will be no attempt to make a for
mal statistical analysis of the data collected,

Clarification of Children, .
Subj ects and Experts

The following terms will be used to facilitate clar-. 
ity throughout the body of this thesis:

CHILDREN: ■ Audio-yisually taped first grade children. 
SUBJECTS.: Qualified Counseling and Guidance students at

The University of Arizona used to view and 
rate children's goals of misbehavior from an 
audio-visual tape to be compared with expert 
ratings.

EXPERTS: Qualified individuals used, to assess each of
the children's goals of misbehavior to be 
compared with subject ratings•

Participant Selection Procedures 
CHILDREN: The children for audio-visual taping will be

obtained from first ’grade classrooms at the 
Homer Davis Elementary School, Flowing Wells 
School District, Tucson, Arizona.

SUBJECTS: The subjects will be twenty graduate students
in Counseling and Guidance. The subjects



■ EXPERTS;

11
must fulfill the following requirements: (1 )
The subject must be currently enrolled in 
classes in the Department of Counseling and 
Guidance in the College of Education at The 
University of Arizona; (2) The subject must 
have completed or presently be completing not 
less than eighteen graduate course hours, 
fifteen of which are specifically counseling 
courses 5 (3) As part of the course work re-

‘ I
quirement the subject must have completed both 
Counseling and Guidance 2 03 and 348, or com
pleted Counseling and Guidance 203 and be 
presently enrolled in Counseling and Guidance 
348 or the equivalent from The University of 
Arizona, or any other institution with com
parable accreditation and equivalent courses. 
Two persons have been selected as experts,
Dr. 0, C, Christensen and Ms. Maxine Ijams. 
Each is responsible for instruction in the 
department for the Adlerian model. Both per
sons have taught or supervised Counseling and 
Guidance 2 03 and 348. These instructors are 
knowledgeable about the concepts of Adlerian 
psychology, and have many years of practice 
and experience with this specific modality.
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Setting Procedures . ,

CHILDREN: The audio-visuel taping will be conducted.at
the Homer Davis Elementary School in the 
Flowing Wells School District, Tucson,
Arizona, A classroom will be provided for 
recording. The recording equipment will be 
arranged in such a position to minimize dis^ 
traction of the child’s attention.

SUBJECTS: Qualified, subjects used in viewing the five
reflex audio-visually taped presentations' will 
participate at The University of Arizona in 
the Department of Counseling and Guidance, 
counselor cubicles or adjacent classrooms.
The subjects will complete the Audio-Visual 
Tape Viewing Form in conjunction with viewing 
the taped presentation.

EXPERTS': The location in which the experts will select
the five reflex samples for subject viewing 
and determine the child’s goal, of misbehavior 
for each'of the five samples will be the De
partment of Counseling and Guidance,

Taping Procedures 
Permission will be acquired from the parents of all 

children involved. In order to facilitate replication of
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this study a copy of the permission slip will be included 
within the context of the thesis.

From among the children in the classrooms, eighteen 
"Recognition Reflexes" will be obtained and recorded on 
audio-visual tape using the following standard procedure. 
Dreikurs (1957, p. 4-6 ) explains how to elicit the "Recogni
tion Reflex:" '

....to evoke the reflex the child must be approached 
in a friendly way without humilitating or belittling 
him; the disclosure should never impress the child as 
fault-finding and criticism. It is advisable not to 
make a definite statement but to start the remarks as 
a vague conjecture, "I wonder whether you don’t what 
to get attention"...."to show your power"...."to be 
a big boss"...."to punish your mother?" Or, "Could 
it be that you want to....?"

A statement of problem is received either from the 
parents or teacher. It is preferred that the problem be one 
that has occurred recently.

This study will take the following form for disclos
ing • the child’s goal in misbehavior. After receiving the 
statement of the problem, as Dreikurs explained, the child 
will be approached in a friendly, non-threatening manner 
using the following dialogue as a model.

Counselor: "Mom (Dad., Counselor., or Teacher) tells me
that you have been..." (statement of 
problem).

Child: "Yes," "no," no verbalization, or whatever
the child responds with.

Counselor: "Do you know why you do..." (Statement of
problem)?
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Child; "I do not know."

Dreikurs (19 57, p. 5) stated, "The child does not 
know why be behaves in a certain way... When he answers, ’I 
do not know»' it is generally true,"

Counselor; "May I guess?"
Child; "Yes," "I don't care," or possibly "no"

might be a typical response. .
If the child says "no," persist in attempting to 

conciliate his acceptance, approval, and permission to iden
tify his goal in misbehavior. If the child is immovably 
adament about his "no" reply, the counselor has two alter
natives ; either terminate the procedure, or move cautiously 
foward with the dialogue.

Counselor; "Could it be that you want to..." (at this
point, move through the four levels of mis
behavior, in order, as they are printed be
low stating 'Could it be...' before each of 
the four goals disclosures),
(1) "Keep Mom (Dad, Teacher, etc.) busy or 
involved."
(2) "Show Mom (Dad, Teacher, etc.) who is 
boss, or the strongest, or that they cannot 
make you stop (statement of problem)."
(3) "Get even with Mom (Dad, Teacher, etc.) 
or hurt Mom (Dad, Teacher, etc.) by (state
ment of problem)."
(4) "Give up, and have Mom (Dad, Teacher,

• etc.) just leave you alone."
When proceeding through the dialogue for disclosing 

the child's goal of misbehavior, it is important that the
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counselor endeavors not to give any cue for the correct diag
nosis of the child1 s goal in misbehaving.

Once the"Recognition Reflexes" are recorded, they ■ 
will be observed and rated; by the two individual experts..
They will determine for each child what the goal of misbe
havior is; attention, power, revenge, or imagined or actual, 
disability. If there is any disagreement on the goal level 
between experts, the reflex sample will be excluded. The 
experts will select the five reflexes they judge as repre
sentative of a good, dependable "Recognition Reflex" for 
identifying the child’s goal in misbehaving. The selected 
five reflex samples will then be edited and arranged in a 
random order for the subjects’ viewing and goal identifica
tion.

In a normal population fhere is a disproportioned 
number of attention goal level children. • In order to have 
all four levels equally possible as agreement ratings, all 
four levels of misbehavior will be included in the taped 
presentation. This will necessitate the experts selecting, 
if possible, from the original "Recognition Reflex" samples 
from all four goal levels of misbehavior.

In this study the audio-visual taped method was 
selected as a major research instrument. Contrasted with a 
live counseling setting it was considered superior for some 
of the following reasons: Cl) It provides identical .



behavioral samples for all the subjects to< categorize; (2 ) 
It provides for possible replication; (3) Taping controls 
the element of time (In an actual counseling setting there 
are innumerable variables which can involve extended amount 
of time.); (4) The camera of the video-taping apparatus can 
be focused in on only the child's bust profile, and the mi
crophone can be placed in a position to record only the 
voice of the counselor and child, consequently eliminating 
many possible uncontrolled intervening variables (In a 
normal counseling setting the counselor can inadvertently 
give subtle cues to the child's goal of misbehavior through 
body language and voice cues.); (5) Inappropriate reflex 
samples can be eliminated and replaced; and (6 ) In most 
areas an audio-visual tape provides for improved control.

Source of Data 
The primary source of data for this study will be 

the results of subjects' rating the child's goal of misbe
havior .for all five taped children on the tape presentation 
compared to the two experts' pre-assessment of the child's 
misconduct goal level, The gathering of this information 
will permit making descriptions of agreement and disagree
ment between subjects and experts for each of the children' 
goal levels contained within the audio-visual taped presen
tation.
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Treatment of Data 

There will be no attempt to make a formal statistical 
analysis of the data collected. There will be no effort in
vested in establishing a cause and effect relationship be
tween the "Recognition Reflex" and the child's goal of 
misbehavior. The focus of this study is to describe varia^ 
tions in. subjects’ verses experts' selection of the child's 
goal in misbehavior.

.It was concluded that five behavioral samples of' 
"Recognition Reflexes" should be used rather than just four. 
If there were only four possible answers, and the subject 
had answered three, the fourth rating could be concluded by 
responding with the only goal level not already identified 
and used previously. With five samples, all levels of mis
behavior ape included; this situation demands that the sub
ject makes his evaluation of the child's, goal of misbehavior 
from observations of the child in response to the questions 
posed by the counselor.

The Audio-Visual Tape Viewing Form will be used to 
compare the twenty subjects' identification of the Child's 
goal of misbehavior with the experts' pre-assessment. Tables 
will be constructed to graphically illustrate results of 
agreement or disagreement of subjects and experts. From the 
agreement and disagreement results for each of the "Recogni
tion Reflex" .samples, summarization^, interpretations, and



possible implications from this study will then be formulated 
and discussed.



CHAPTER III

PARTICIPANT RECRUITMENT,
PROCEDURES AND PROTECTION

Participant Recruitment and Selection

Children
, For the most part, the children willingly.donated 

their time and efforts to the study, The school system in
volved expressed a, desire to cooperate with the needs of this- 
study. The principal and teachers stated a need.for dependa
ble information about children, and they were eager to con
tribute in some manner to the pursual of this research 
endeavor.

Fifty permission slips were sent home with'first 
grade children. The children and parents had two days to 
complete and return the permission slips for the children to 
be considered as potential audio-visual taping subjects,'

Within the two day limitation period, 5 6 per cept of 
the total 50 slips distributed were returned with permission 
granted. Of the total distributed slips, 44 per cent were 
either unanswered or not returned. Of the parents who re
ceived permission slips, 16 per cent called the researcher’s

19
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<•home for more information in response to the permission slip 

concerning their child's participation in the audio-visual 
taping (see Table 1).

Table 1, Response to Children's Permission Slips

Category . Number Percentage

Slips Sent Home for 
Permission 50 100%
Slips Completed and Usable 28 56%
Slips Not Completed or 
Returned - 22 44%
Number of Parent Phone Calls 8 16%

Subjects
Twenty qualfied subjects were obtained by the re^ 

searcher from the Counseling Department. Potential subjects 
were questioned in terms of their willingness to participate 
in the study, and in terms of their ability to meet the sub
ject requirements as outlined ip Chapter II, It was dis
covered later that four of the subjects drafted to view the 
audio-visual tape did not meet the standards established in 
this study. Their ratings were eliminated and four new sub
jects were obtained.



Experts
Both experts were drafted because of their experi

ence and knowledge of the Adlerian model. Both persons have 
taught and supervised Counseling and Guidance 203 and 348.

Participant Procedures

Children'
The eighteen audio-visually taped children were 

selected by two first grade teachers. The teachers could 
recall a recent misbehavior for these children. Also, these 
children had completed and returned the permission slips with 
parental consent. The teachers explained that some other 
children had more disruptive.and critical misbehaviors but 
failed to return a permission slip. All of the children re
ferred by the teachers were audio-visually taped. These 
children comprised the total of eighteen ."Recognition Reflex" 
samples for the exports to evaluate, No child was taped more 
than once or excluded from the sample. .

Subjects
The subjects appeared willing to participate in the 

study. Some of the subjects mentioned difficulty selecting 
the child's goal of misbehavior. Occasionally a child would 
display more than one reflex for various goals. The child's 
predominant goal was then selected in terms of intensity or 
strength of the "Recognition Reflex." Many subjects
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verbalized observing a reflex,'but expressed doubt about 
which goal was most intense. As a result, a few subjects 
sapd. they were uncertain in their selection with some of the 
audio-visual reflex samples.

Experts
Each expert viewed the audio-visually taped samples 

independently., Neither knew how the other responded to the 
eighteen reflex samples. .The final five reflex samples were
chosen by the following procedures: (1) Both experts must
agree on the child's goal of misbehavior5 and (2) Both ex
perts must assess the strength of the child's "Recognition 
Reflex" as similar. Based on this selection procedure,:four' 
power samples and one revenge sample were judged appropriate.

Child Protection 
To protect the first grade children involved in this 

study the following procedures were executed.
1.' A copy, of the thesis proposal was submitted to the
' '' Flowing Wells School District superintendents for

their approval.- •
2. A copy of the thesis proposal was submitted to the 

principle of the children's school. Specific ques
tions were asked, and further explanations and elab
orations were rendered concerning the children's 
involvement.



The teachers involved in, this study were presented 
with a verbal summary of this project. Their per
mission was required for any child to be used for the 
research audio-visual taping. The researcher spent 
many hours answering their questions and giving di
rections for their part in the study. When all the 
."Recognition Reflex" samples were collected, the re
searcher presented the entire tape to the teachers 
for their acceptance.
Parental permission was required for any child to be 
audio-visually taped. A synopsis of the study was 
sent to the parents, and parents were encouraged to 
call the researcher if they had further queries.
Each of the children used in this study was asked if 
he was willing to participate. .Each child was intro
duced into the taping setting by the researcher. The 
researcher showed the child the taping equipment and 
explained that he or she might be viewed by students 
and teachers at the university.



CHAPTER IV

DESCRIPTION OF•RESULTS,
DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

The, purpose of this study was .to answer the question 
"Do qualified counselors agree or disagree on children’s 
goals in misbehaving as measured by experts' ratings?" This 
chapter will present a description of the results, and a dis 
cussion of the factors that appear relevant to the findings 
of the study. •

Findings for the Hypotheses 
The results of this study indicate that experts in 

Adlerian psychology and counselors trained in Adlerian psy^ 
chology agree oh the child’s goal of misbehavior better than 
chance (more than twenty-five per cent of the time) for each 
of the five "Recognition Reflex" audio-Visually taped sample 

The results of this study indicate that experts in 
Adlerian psychology and counselors trained in Adlerian psy
chology disagree on the child’s goal of misbehavior better 
than chance for ope of the five "Recognition Reflex" audio- 
visually taped samples.
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Results of Expert Ratings
Table 2 shows that experts agreed on twelve of the 

eighteen children's "Recognition Reflex" samples.. The ex
perts agreed on 66 2/3 per cent of their total goal ratings. 
The experts failed to agree on five of the eighteen goal 
ratings. Agreement dr disagreement was not clearly assess
able for one of the eighteen goal ratings (Child 13).

For Child 6 , expert one marked "no reflex," but ex-. 
pressed uncertainty by writing a question mark after his "no 
reflex" rating. Expert two, for Child 6 , marked "inadequacy" 
as the goal of misbehavior, but also marked a question mark 
after making the goal rating. For the eighteen children both 
experts rated power as the child's goal of misbehavior in . 
nine of the eighteen children, or 50 per cent of the time.

As indicated in Table 2, both experts agreed that 
Child 41s goal of misbehavior was power, but the discrepancy 
in rating the strength of the reflex varied seven continuum 
points, Similarly, Chilcl 14's goal in misbehavior was deter
mined by both experts to be power, but the strength of the 
reflex varied five continuum points. In spite of the fact 
that the experts were aware that the teachers referred the 
child with a specific misbehavior, the experts felt Child 8 

elicited no response to the disclosure dialogue. After tap
ing Child 8 , the researcher asked the child to tell him why 
he did misbehave. Child 8 replied that he "just forgot."
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Table 2 . Experts' Ratings of the Eighteen,Children's 

Audio-Visually Taped Goals of Misbehavior

Eighteen 
A—V Taped • 
1st Grade 
Children

Expert I's 
Ratings of 
Child's 
Goal Level

Expert I's 
Ratings of 
Strength 
of Reflex*

Expert 2?s 
Ratings of 
ChildT s 
Goal Level

.Expert 2T s 
Ratings of 
Strength 
of Reflex*

1 Power 8 Power . 7 .

2 . Attention 2 Attention 3

3 Power 9 Power • 7-8

4 Power 1 Power 8

5 Power 3 Power 3-4

6 No Reflex 1-? Inadequacy 3-?

7 Revenge 9% Revenge 9 .

8 No Reflex . o No Reflex 0

9 Attention Weak Power 3

10 Attention Weak Attention 1-2

11 No Reflex 0 Attention 3

12 Revenge 5 Power 6

13 Power : 6 Attention-
Power

4-5

14 Power 2 Power 7

15 Power 9 Power , 9

16 Attention Weak Attention 1-2

17 Power 2 Attention • 5

18 Power 8 ■ Power 8

* Strength of the reflex was rated on a continuum from one to ten. 

Weak 1 2 3 4 5  6 7 8 9  10 Strong
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Both experts felt the strength of the children’s 

’’Recognition Reflex" samples were somewhat hindered as a re
sult of the rigidity of the disclosing dialogue, and perhaps 
the influence of the children knowing they were being taped 
distracted their attention and weakened their responses to 
the disclosure phrases.

The Five ’’Recognition Reflex" Samples 
Table 3 shows the .final five selected audio-visually 

taped children, their assigned code, and the experts’ consen
sus rating of the five children’s goals of misbehavior. It 
was hoped that the levels of misbehavior would arrange them
selves into four separate goal areas for subject goal rating. 
This did not occur.

Table 3, Final Five Children’s Reflex Samples with Experts’ 
Goal Rating, used for Subject Goal Rating and 
Subject-Expert Rating Comparisons

Code of Final 
Five A-V Taped 
Children

Initial 
Number of 
A—V Taped 
Children

Child’s Goal of 
Misbehavior as 
Rated by Experts

A 1 Power
B 3 Power
C 7 Revenge
D 15 Power
E 18 Power
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Results of the Twenty Subjects1 Ratings 

Table 4 shows the twenty subjects! ratings of the 
child's goal of misbehavior as either attention,• power, 
revenge, or inadequacy for each of the five "Recognition 
Reflex" samples. Table 4 includes each subject’s hours in 
counseling or related fields, and the number of rating agree
ments with experts.

As obsdrvable in Table 4, all subjects agreeing with 
experts more than 8 0 per cent of their total rating (except
S 1) had completed 61 or more hours in counseling or related
fields - Subjects agreeing with experts in excess of 80 per 
cent account for 5 0 per cent of the aggregate subject group,

i
The four subjects, or 2 0 per cent of the subject group, 
agreeing 10 0 per cent with both experts’ ratings had com
pleted more than 63 hours in counseling or related fields 
(S 6 had 90 hours, S 9 had 90 hours, S 16 had 63 hours, and
S 20 had 100 hours), Subject 10 and Subject 11, or 10 per
cent of the subject group, had 6 9 or more hours in counseling 
or related fields, and agreed with experts on 6 0 per cent of 
the goal ratings. Subject 2 was the only subject to agree . 
with experts on less than 6 0 per cent of the ratings of the 
child’s goal of misbehavior. Subject 2 had 3 8 hours in coun
seling or related fields.

An examination of Table 5 shows each of the five 
audio-visually taped children and the number of subject 
agreements and disagreements when compared to the experts’
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Table 4. Subjects' Rating of the Child's Goal of Misbehavior 

for Each of the Five Children's Reflex-Samples

Subjects Code of Subject's Subject1s Number of
Viewing A-V Taped Goal Rating Hours in Subjects'
A-V Taped Children for .A-V. Counseling Rating
Children Taped or Related Agreements '

Children Fields With Experts

S 1 A Power . 32 4
. B Power
c Revenge
D Attention
E Power

S 2 A Revenge 38 2
■ B Revenge
. C Revenge

- D Power
• E Revenge*

S 3 A Power 46 3
B Revenge
C Power
D Power
E Power

S 4 A Power 61 4
B Power

’ C Revenge
D Attention
E Power

S 5 • . ‘ A Power 90 4
B Revenge
C Revenge
D Power
E Power

S 6 A Power . 90 5
B Power
C Revenge
D Power
E Power
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Table 4- -Continued , Rating of the Child's Goal

Sxobjects Code of Subject's Subjects' Number of
Viewing A-V Taped Goal Rating Hours in Subjects'
A-V Taped Children for A-V Counseling Rating
Children Taped - or Related Agreements

Children Fields With Experts

S 7 A Power 102 4
B Power
C Revenge
D 'Attention
E Power'

S 8 A Power 102 4
• B Power
C Revenge

. ‘ D No. Response
E Power •

S 9 A Power 90 5
B Power
C Revenge
D Power
E Power

S 10 A Power 69 3
B Revenge
C Revenge
D Attention
E Power

S 11 A Power 154 3
B Revenge
C Revenge
D Power
E . Attention

S 12 A Power 26 3
B Revenge
C .Power
D Power
E Power
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Table *+— Continued, Rating of the Child's Goal

Subjects Code of Subject1s Subjects T Number qf
Viewing A-V Taped Goal Rating Hours in Subjects!
A-V Taped Children for 'A-V Counseling Rating
Children Taped or Related Agreements

Children Fields With Experts

S 13 A Revenge . 45 3
B Revenge
C . Revenge
b Power
E Power’

S 14 A Revenge 30 ' 3
B Revenge

. C Revenge
- D Power
. E Pov̂ er '

S 15 A Revenge 35 3
B Revenge
C Revenge
D Power
E Power

S 16 A . Power 63 5
B Power
C Revenge
n Power
E Power

S 17 . A Power 70 4
B Revenge
C Revenge
D Power
E Power

S 18 A Power 90 5
B Power
C .Revenge
D Power
E Power
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Table 4— Continued , Rating of the Child's Goal

Subjects 
Viewing 
A-V Taped 
Children

Code of 
A-V Taped 
Children

Subj ect's 
Goal Rating■ 
for A-V 
Taped ' 
Children

Subjects 1 
Hours in 
Counseling 
or Related 
Fields

Number of 
Subjects' 
Rating 
Agreements 

. With Experts

S 19 . A . Power . 100 .5
. B Power
C . Revenge
D Power
E Power



Table 5, Agreement and Disagreement Scores for Twenty
Subjects' Ratings Compared to Experts'.Ratings 
of Children's Goals of Misbehavior

Code of . 
Final Five 
A-V Taped 
Children

Number of 
Subj ects 
Agreements 
With Experts

Number of 
Subject 
Disagreements 
With Experts .

A 16 .4
B 9 11

C 18' 2

D 15 4
E 18 2

Subject r-- Expert Agreement Total = 7 6 
Subject — • Expert Disagreement Total = 2 3 
Subject •—  No Response - 1

ratings. Subjects and experts agreed 7 6 out of 100 ratings 
and disagreed 23 out of 100 ratings for an agreement accuracy 
better than chance. Agreement was considerably greater be
tween experts and subjects for audio-visually taped children 
A ,■ C, D, and E. Disagreements were greater than agreements 
for audio-visually taped Child B, with eleven disagreements 
and nine agreements. Table 6 shows agreement for the five 
different audio-visually taped children ranging from 45 per 
cent to 90 per cent agreement with an average total agreement 
of 7 6 per cent between experts and subjects.
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Table 6 . Agreement and Disagreement Scores, Expressed in 
Percentiles, Between Experts and Subjects on 
Rating Children’s Goals in Misbehavior*

A
CHILDREN 

B C D . E TOTAL

Per Cent of 
Subject and 
Expert 
Agreement ■ 80 45 90 • 75 90 76%
Per Cent of 
Subject and 
Expert■ 
Disagreement 2 0 55 10 20 10 23%
Per Cent of 
No Subject 
Response .0 0 0 5 : o
* Each subject response represents 5 per cent of the total

100 per cent.

Discussion
The results of this study can be of value to Adlerian 

family and child counselors, Considerable emphasis when per
forming Adlerian counseling if placed upon the accurate diag
nosis of the child’s goal in misbehaving. The results of 
this study do suggest caution in completely depending upon 
one’s detection of the child's goal of misbehavior solely by 
the use of the. "Recognition Reflex" or goal disclosure pro
cedure. The comparative examination between the two experts 
or among the experts and the subjects was definitely better 
than chance, but possibly not profound enough to warrant use



of the "Recognition Reflex" in isolation, or as the only 
instrument for determining children’s goals in misbehaving,
It seems reasonable to think that an Adlerian counselor 
wonld. consider the whole individual and incorporate and uti
lize as many available techniques and methods as possible 
before concluding the child’s goal of misbehavior, and imple
menting the corresponding intervention program. In addition 
to the "Recognition Reflex" the counselors might also want to 
examine present client behaviors, early recollections, family 
interaction, the child's position in his family constellation, 
the responses or reactions of family members, or teachers, to 
the child’s disruptive behaviors before finally concluding \ 
the child’s goal level and instigating the applied inter
vention functions, The assumptions discussed here should be 
subject to a separate study.

The research presented here provides some evidence 
that generally., as .a counselor obtains more hours in counsel
ing or related fields, his accuracy in selecting the child's 
goal of misbehavior also tends to increase. This evidence 
appears to have important implications for counselor training 
and the counselor’s ability to recognize the misbehaving 
child's goal. Once again, more research is needed to varify 
the results of this study.

From the audio-visual tapes, it has been observed and 
stated that a child may respond with more than one
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''Recognition Reflex" for a variety of goals. The conclusion 
often drawn is that the child misbehaves.for more than one ■ 
reason. The major reason for the child's misbehavior is de
terminable by selecting the most obvious, intense reflex.
It is the researcher's experience that some counselors when 
confronting or observing*- the child for a reflex, stop v/hen 
they first see a reflex and make their conclusions, rather 
than preceding with the concept in mind that a more intense 
reflex may later occur for a.different goal in misbehaving.

The data in Table 2 show power as the selected goal 
of misbehavior 50 per cent of the time. As expressed in 
Chapter XI, attention was expected as the most common goal of 
misbehavior. The two first grade teachers selected children 
who they judged as having a specific misbehavior. All of the 
children having parental consent, and having a recent misbe
havior that one of the teachers could recall, were used as 
audio-visual samples. These are the eighteen children re
corded on Table 2 for expert rating, ' As can be observed from 
the results, expert one rated attention four out of eighteen 
times, while rating power nine out of eighteen times. Expert 
two clearly rated attention four out of eighteen possible 
times and clearly rated power nine out of eighteen possible 
times. Although the purpose of this study was not to deter
mine the most common goal of misbehavior, the curiosity of
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the researcher prompted the inclusion of this striking infor
mation for possible further investigation and research.

It was puzzling why the agreement figures were lowest 
for audio-visually taped Child B (refer to Table 5) when the 
most controversial of the five reflex samples as judged by 
the experts was Subject D , Subject D smiled during most of 
the disclosure dialogue, and the experts felt this might dis~ 
tract and distort the effect of the "Recognition Reflex" when 
it occurs, to some undetermined degree. For Child B, the 
subjects were nearly equally split as to the goal of misbe-? 
havior. Power was rated by 45 per cent of the subjects as 
the goal, while 55 per cent of he subjects rated the goal as 
revenge, No subject responded with any other goal rating. A 
possible explanation may reside in the relationship between 
power and revenge. ' More data are needed on each of the goals 
of misbehavior before any explicit statement can be expressed.

The pattern of agreement and disagreement (Figure 1) 
between experts and subjects illustrates the reliability of 
the "Recognition Reflex" as a bodily communication of the 
child's goal of misbehavior. There is no clearly outlined 
procedure for observing and detecting the reflex with the 
limited information on the phenomenon as it is now understood. 
From the data gathered in this study it appears that gener
ally counselors and experts in concluding the child's misbe
havior goal level, with the agreement accuracy contained in 
this study, may have somewhat similar cognitive information
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Figure 1. Pattern of Agreement and Disagreement Between 
Experts and Subjects on Rating Children’s 
Goals of Misbehavior
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in terms of how they categorize some behaviors as having the
characteristics comprising a "Recognition Reflex" and others 
as not. More definitive data is needed to explicitly define 
and characterize the "Recognition Reflex," With clearer 
definitions and guide lines more reliability and accuracy 
may be achievable in terms of agreement, and in terms of 
what various counselors observe and classify as a "Recogni
tion Reflex."

Summary
It was found that the two Adlerian experts agreed on 

the child’s goal of misbehavior from rating the eighteen 
children* s "Recognition Reflex" samples about 67 per cent of 
the time. Chance cannot account for an agreement level as 
high as 67 per cent. The "Recognition Reflex" then can be a 
valuable expression for determining children*s goals in mis^ 
behaving. The agreement level achieved by these two experts 
for the eighteen first graders was significant, and the orig
inal eighteen children probably resemble a normal first grade 
population more than the finally selected five reflex samples. 
Some skilled expefts perform at a 67 per cent agreement 
level, this researcher believes that subjects' accuracy 
levels generally would be lower than the two experts'. The 
subjects' accuracy with a normal population might possibly 
be low enough to justify many counselors not using the "Rec
ognition Reflex" as a detection tool. It was found that
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generally the more counseling courses a counselor had com
pleted the higher the agreement with experts. Counselors 
with fewer than 6 0 hourg in counseling or related fields 
showed the least agreement with experts. All of the subjects 
agreeing more than 8 0 per cent with experts had completed 
61 or more hours in counseling or related fields. Training, 
research, and a specific, systematic method for detecting the 
child * s goal of misbehavior are needed.

The information in this study seems to suggest that 
the most common goal of misbehavior is not attention but 
power.

)



APPENDIX A

THESIS FLOW CHART
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APPENDIX B 

PARENT RESEARCH EXPLANATION LETTER

Dear Parents of______;______  ,
I am involved in a research study with a focus on the coun-. 
selors1 accuracy in identifying the child's goal of misbe
havior. In order to complete this study, it is essential 
that I acquire parental permission to use their children as 
audio-visual taped subjects for possible counselor viewing.
My intent is to collect on tape ten- "Recognition Reflexes"
(an automatic facial expression) or children who attend 
Homer Davis Elementary School. Five of the total reflexes 
acquired will be used in the final tape for counselors to 
observe, and then determine the child's goal in misbehavior. 
The counselors' responses will then be compared to two pro
fessors ; (Dr. Christensen and Dr. Hillman of the University 
of Arizona Counseling and Guidance Department) previous 
evaluation. Comparatively then, this study will describe 
the counselors' accuracy in identifying the child's goal of 
misbehavior.
In order to facilitate empiricism and control it is neces
sary that I obtain children from the classroom and tape them 
individually using a prescribed dialogue, I also need from 
the parents a statement of the child's most recent problem 
or concern. For example, John wet the bed last night-, or 
John is fighting with his sister, or John refuses to go to 
bed, etc. Please be as specific as possible. Parents and 
teacher, after receiving your permission and a statement of 
the problem, I will take possession of the named child from 
the classroom for approximately ten minutes for taping, and 
then return him to the classroom and the teacher.
I would sincerely appreciate your support and approval in 
this research endeavor. If you have any further questions 
concerning the particulars of this study, please do not hes
itate .to contact me personally at the University of Arizona 
or at my residence, 90-A Polo Village, Tucson, 793-7572. I 
will be more than happy to answer any questions you may have.
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It is very important that counselors, parents, and teachers 
learn more about their children and families. Duvall 
(Evelyn Millis, Family Development, New York: J, B,
Tippincott Co., 1967) states:

Family interaction in a dynamic world calls for good 
relationships between family members and with other 
aspects of the entire culture. Throughout the entire 
life cycle, families face certain inevitabel, urgent 
developmental tasks necessary for their survival, con^ 
tinuation, and development. At every stage of the 
life cycle there are" challenges and hazards that call. 
for the extension of programs proven worth and for 
creative innovations that will assist families to 
carry more effectively the burdens of twentieth^ 
century living. .

As Duvall expressed, the family is the basic unit where chil
dren learn how to live and interact with the environment. 
There is a need for founded research about the family and 
children. The attempt in this study is to contribute to 
some degree usable data for greater individual and family 
understanding.
Thank you for you time and concern in my behalf.
Sincerely,

Thomas T, Graff 
Graduate Student 
University of Arizona



APPENDIX C

CHILDREN'S PERMISSION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Date:
Family Information:

Surname______  .
' Father ,
■. Mother   '

Teacher: ■ • _________________ __
Child's Name; (The.name the family commonly uses).

Print______ _____________
Child's Age:_______ ■___________
Statement of the Child's Problem;
'  _is , or is not_____

Comments and Elaborations (if any):

Permission:
I give permission for _________ _̂_______   to
participate as a taping subject at Homer Davis 
Elementary School.

Signature of Parent:______ ______ ______________
Signature of Teacher :_____ ___________________
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APPENDIX D

AUDIO-VISUAL TAPING SETTING

Camera

Microphone

Tape Recorder

Counselor

Child



APPENDIX E

AUDIO-VISUAL TAPE VIEWING FORM'

Name:_______ ' __________ ___
Hours in Counseling or related fields :•_______________ .
Nave you had Counseling and Guidance 203:________ ______ _____

(yes (no)
Haye you had 348 or are you currently enrolled: ____ ____

(yes) (no)
Directions: '
What is the child's goal of misbehavior for each of the five 
audio-visual taped subjects? • Check the appropriate space 
for each child (check only one for each child),

First Taped Subject:
1. Attention
2, Power •
3, Revenge
4. Actual or Imagined Disability 
Second Taped Subj ect:
1. Attention
2. Power
3. Revenge
4. Actual or Imagined Disability 
Third Taped Subject;
1. Attention
2. Power
3. Revenge
4. Actual or Imagined Disability
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Fourth Taped Subject:
1. Attention
2 . Power . . .
3. Revenge . .
4-, Actual or Imagined Disability
Fifth Taped' Subject;
1 . Attention
2. Power
3, Revenge .
4, Actual or.Imagined Disability
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